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Abstract
We construct the representations of general dimension for the soliton so-
lution to the SU(2) Skyrme model, and show that at the classical level the
dependence on the dimension of the representation (2j + 1) appears only as an
overall factor j(j+1)(2j+1) in the Lagrangian density, which may be absorbed
by a rescaling of the parameters. Alternate stabilizing terms in the model will in
general have a different j-dependence and have to be rescaled accordingly in or-
der to achieve representation independent predictions. In contrast the quantum
corrections do depend on the dimension of the representation and in general
differ from those obtained in the fundamental representation of SU(2).
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1. Introduction
Skyrme’s topological soliton model for the baryons [1,2] and its immediate
generalizations [3] have proven able to provide a qualitatively remarkably suc-
cesful description of most of the observed properties of the nucleons, including
the hyperons [4,5]. The model is formed by a Lagrangian density for an SU(2)
field U , and topological baryon current Bµ, which is conserved by the unitarity
condition UU † = 1 independently of the form of the Lagrangian.
The soliton solution is obtained by the hedgehog ansatz
U0 = e
i~τ ·rˆF (r), (1.1)
where ~τ is a Pauli-isospin matrix and F (r) a scalar function, which satisfies a
second order differential equation that is obtained by the requirement that the
solution lead to a stationary energy. The spherical components of the operator
1
2
~τ form the generators of the fundamental representation of the group SU(2),
and satisfy the commutation relations
[Jˆa, Jˆb] =
[
1 1 1
a b c
]
Jˆc, (1.2)
where the factor on the r.h.s. is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient (1a1b|1c),
in a more convenient notation. Here we have used the normalization Jˆ± =
−J±1/
√
2, Jˆ0 = −J0/
√
2.
In this paper we shall form the analogs to the hedgehog solution (1.2) for
representations of arbitrary integral dimension and derive the corresponding ex-
pressions for the soliton mass. At the classical level we find that the predictions
for the static baryon observables can be made independent of the dimension of
the representation by a dimension dependent rescaling of the parameters of the
model. In the case of the original Skyrme model the dependence on the dimen-
sion (2j + 1) of the representation appears only in the form of an overall factor
j(j + 1)(2j + 1). The quantized Hamiltonian for the soliton, will in contrast
depend nontrivially on the dimensionality. This opens up a hitherto unexplored
phenomenological degree of freedom, which may be of dynamical significance.
In section 2 of this note we express the Skyrme model and its most direct
generalizations in a general representation of the group SU(2) and derive the
explicit representation dependence of the terms in the Lagrangian density at the
1
classical level. In section 3 we derive the expression for the hedgehog solution
and the corresponding soliton mass for the case of a representation of arbitrary
order. In section 4 we consider the quantized version of the model. Section 5
contains a summarizing discussion.
2. The Skyrme model in a general representation
In an irreducible representation of the group SU(2) of dimension j the uni-
tary field U has the form
U(~r, t) = Dj(~α(~r, t)), (2.1)
where ~α(~r, t) is a vector formed of three Euler angles ~α ≡ (α1, α2, α3):
0 ≤ α1 < 2π, 0 ≤ α2 ≤ π, 0 ≤ α3 < 4π, (2.2)
and Dj is the Wigner D-function, that has the explicit form
Djmm′(~α) = 〈jm|ei
√
2α1Jˆ0 e−α
2(Jˆ++Jˆ−) ei
√
2α3Jˆ0 |jm′〉. (2.3)
The Euler angles ~α then form the dynamical variables of the theory. Note that
the trace of a bilinear combination of two generators of the groups depends on
the dimension of the representation (j) as
Tr〈jm|JaJb|jm′〉 = (−)a1
6
j(j + 1)(2j + 1)δa,−b. (2.4)
The Skyrme model is the chirally symmetric Lagrangian density
L = −f
2
π
4
Tr{RµRµ}+ 1
32e2
Tr{[Rµ, Rν ]2}, (2.5)
where the ”right” current Rµ is defined as
Rµ = (∂µU)U
†. (2.6)
and fπ (the pion decay constant) and e are parameters. For the purpose of ex-
pressing the Lagrangian density in terms of the Euler angles {~α} it is convenient
to note that
∂
∂αi
Djmn(~α) = C
(a)
i (~α) 〈jm|Jˆa|jm′〉Djm′n(~α). (2.7)
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Here the coefficients C
(a)
i (~α) have the explicit form
C
(+)
1 (~α) = 0, C
(+)
2 (~α) = −e−iα1 , C(+)3 (~α) = −i sinα2 e−iα1 ,
C
(0)
1 (~α) = i
√
2, C
(0)
2 (~α) = 0, C
(0)
3 (~α) = i
√
2 cosα2,
C
(−)
1 (~α) = 0, C
(−)
2 (~α) = −eiα1 , C(−)3 (~α) = i sinα2 eiα1 .
(2.8)
The right current Rµ then takes the form
(Rµ)mm′ = ∂µα
iC
(a)
i (~α) 〈jm|Jˆa|jm′〉, (2.9)
where summation over the indices i and a is understood.
The chiral invariance of the theory is the invariance under the transformation
U(~r, t)→ V U(~r, t)W †, (2.10)
in the (j, j) representation of SU(2) × SU(2), where the left and right trans-
formation matrices V and W † belong to the irreducible representations of the
product groups. Under the left chiral transformation the right current Rµ trans-
forms as
R′µ = V Rµ V
† = ∂µα
iC
(a)
i (~α) 〈j|Jˆa′|j〉D1a′a(~β). (2.11)
Here ~β are the Euler angles that define the transformation matrix V .
When reexpressed in terms of the Euler angles ~α the Lagrangian density
(2.4) takes the form
L = 1
3
j(j + 1)(2j + 1)
{
f 2π
4
[
∂µα
i∂µαi + 2 cosα2 ∂µα
1 ∂µα3
]
− 1
16e2
[
∂µα
2∂µα2(∂να
1∂να1 + ∂να
3∂να3)− (∂µα1∂µα2)2
−(∂µα2∂µα3)2 + sin2α2[∂µα1∂µα1 ∂να3∂να3 − (∂µα1∂µα3)2]
+2 cosα2[∂µα
2∂µα2 ∂να
1∂να3 − ∂µα1∂µα2∂να2∂να3]
]}
. (2.12)
Note that the only dependence on the dimension of the representation is in the
overall factor j(j + 1)(2j + 1) in the Lagrangian density. This implies that the
equation of motion for the dynamical variable ~α is independent of the dimen-
sion of the representation as the common factor can be absorbed into the two
3
parameters of the model.
The conserved topological current in the Skyrme model is the baryon current
Bµ = Nǫµνβγ Tr Rν Rβ Rγ , (2.13)
where the normalization factor N depends on the dimension of the representa-
tion and has the value 1/24π2 in the fundamental representation. The baryon
number B is obtained as the spatial integral of the time component B0. In
terms of the Euler angle variables ~α the baryon current takes the form
Bµ = −N
6
j(j + 1)(2j + 1) sinα2 ǫµνβγ ǫikl ∂να
i∂βα
k∂γα
l. (2.14)
As the dimensionality of the representation appears in this expression in the
same overall factor as in the Lagrangian density (2.11) it follows that all calcu-
lated dynamical observables will be independent of the dimension of the repre-
sentation at the classical level, if this factor j(j + 1)(2j + 1) is absorbed into
the parameters of the model.
There exists an infinite class of alternate stabilizing terms for the Lagrangian
density (2.5), combinations of which can be used in place of Skyrme’s quartic
stabilizing term or be added to it [3]. An alternate term of quartic order, which
leads to identical results as the Skyrme term in the fundamental representation,
is [6]
L′4 =
1
16e2
{(Tr RµRν)2 − (Tr RµRµ)2}. (2.15)
When this term is expressed in terms of the Euler angles {~α} (2.1), the resulting
Lagrangian density has the form (2.12), with the exception that stabilizing term
that is proportional to e−2 has an additional factor 2
3
j(j +1)(2j +1). Hence
invariance of the physical predictions requires that the parameter (1/e2) of the
stabilizing term (2.15) be taken to be proportional to [j(j+1)(2j+1)]−2, and the
parameter (fπ) of the quadratic term to be proportional to [j(j+1)(2j+1)]
−1,
when a representation of dimension j is employed.
Consider then the sixth order stabilizing term [3,7]
L6 = e6 Tr{[Rµ, Rν ][Rν , Rλ][Rλ, Rµ]}. (2.16)
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In terms of the Euler angles {~α} this Lagrangian density takes the form
L6 = −j(j + 1)(2j + 1)
6
e6 ǫi1i2i5 ǫi3i4i6 sin
2α2
∂µα
i1 ∂ναi2 ∂να
i3∂λαi4 ∂λα
i5 ∂µαi6 . (2.17)
This result reveals that the dependence on the dimension of the representation
of this term is contained in the same overall factor j(j+1)(2j+1) as the Skyrme
model Lagrangian (2.12). Hence addition of the term L6 maintains the simple
overall dimension dependent factor of the original Skyrme model.
As in the case of the quartic term one can construct an alternate sixth order
term, which is equivalent to (2.16) in the case of the fundamental representation,
but which differs in its dependence on the dimension j:
L′6 = e′6 ǫµν1ν2ν3 ǫµη1η2η3 Tr{Rν1Rν2Rν3Rη1Rη2Rη3}. (2.18)
In terms of the Euler angles {~α} this term also reduces to the expression (2.17),
with the exception of an additional factor j(j + 1)(2j + 1)e′6/e6. Its depen-
dence on j is thus different from (2.16), although by adjusting the values of the
parameters e6 and e
′
6 differently in each representation equivalent dynamical
predictions can be maintained.
3. The hedgehog solution in a general representation
The hedgehog field (1.1) represents the soliton solution in the fundamental
representation of SU(2). In order to find its generalizations in representations
of higher dimension one may compare it to the matrix elements D
1/2
mm′(~α), and
thus obtain the explicit expressions for the Euler angles ~α in terms of the chiral
angle F (r). The result is
α1 = ϕ− arctan(cosϑ tanF (r))− π/2,
α2 = −2 arcsin(sinϑ sinF (r)),
α3 = −ϕ− arctan(cosϑ tanF ) + π/2.
(3.1)
Here the angles ϕ, ϑ are the polar angles that define the direction of the unit
vector rˆ in spherical coordinates.
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Substitution of the expressions (3.1) into the general expression (2.1) for the
unitary field U then gives the hedgehog field in a representation with arbitrary
j. As an example the hedgehog field in the representation j = 1 has the form
U0 = sin
2F


G2 i
√
2G sinϑ e−iϕ − sin2ϑ e−2iϕ
i
√
2G sinϑ eiϕ cot2 F + cos 2ϑ i
√
2 sinϑG∗ e−iϕ
− sin2ϑe2iϕ i√2G∗ sinϑ eiϕ G∗2

 . (3.2)
Here we have used the abbrevations
G = cot F + i cosϑ. (3.3)
The Lagrangian density (2.12) reduces to the following simple form, when the
hedgehog ansatz (3.1) is employed:
L = −4
3
j(j + 1)(2j + 1)
{
f 2π
4
(
F
′2 +
2
r2
sin2F
)
+
1
16e2
sin2F
r2
(
2F
′2 +
sin2F
r2
)}
. (3.4)
For j = 1/2 this reduces to the result of ref. [2]. The corresponding mass
density is obtained by reversing the sign of L.
The requirement that the soliton mass be stationary yields the equation of
motion for the chiral angle F [2,8]:
f 2π
(
F ′′ +
2
r
F ′ − sin 2F
r2
)
− 1
e2
( 1
r4
sin2F sin 2F
− 1
r2
(F
′2 sin 2F + 2F ′′ sin2F )
)
= 0, (3.5)
which is independent of the dimension of the representation. Note that this
differential equation is nonsingular only if F (0) is an integer multiple of π.
For the hedgehog form the baryon density reduces to the expression
B0 = −8Nj(j + 1)(2j + 1)sin
2 F
r2
F ′. (3.6)
The corresponding baryon number is
B =
∫
d3rB0 = 16Nπj(j + 1)(2j + 1)[F (0)− 1
2
sin 2F (0)]. (3.7)
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Combining the requirement that F (0) be an integer multiple of π with the
requirement that the lowest nonvanishing baryon number be 1 gives the general
expression for the normalization factor N as
N =
1
16π2j(j + 1)(2j + 1)
, (3.8)
which reduces to the usual result 1/24π2 for j = 1/2.
4. The quantized Lagrangian density
In the quantized version of the Lagrangian density (2.5) of the Skyrme model
(and the generalizations of it considered in section 2 above) the analogs of
the Euler angles {~α} that define the SU(2) matrices U are a set of three real
parameters {~q}, which satisfy the general commutation relations [9]
[q˙a, qb] = −ifab(~q). (4.1)
Here the tensor fab is a function of the generalized coordinates {~q} only, the
explicit form of which is determined after the quantization condition has been
imposed. Explicit expressions for fab have given in ref.[9] for the case of the
fundamental representation using the method of collective coordinates in the
quantization. The tensor fab is symmetric with respect to interchange of the
indices a and b as a consequence of the commutation relation [qa, qb] = 0. The
commutator between a generalized veloicity component q˙a and a function F of
the coordinates is given by
[q˙a, F (~q)] = −i
∑
r
far(~q)
∂
∂qr
F (~q) = −i∑
r
far(~q)∇r F (~q). (4.2)
The commutation relation (4.1) leads to complicated expressions for the time
derivatives of the SU(2) matrices U , U †, which appear in the time components
of the right invariant current R (2.6). In a representation of the group SU(2)
of dimension j we find the expression
(R0)
j
mn =
1
2
{q˙i, C(a)i (~q)} 〈jm|Jˆa|jn〉
+
1
2
ifkd(~q)C
(a)
k (~q)C
(b)
d (~q)
∑
l=0,2
[
1 1 l
a b u
]
〈jm|Jˆ lu|jn〉. (4.3)
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Here {, } denotes an anticommutator. Whereas in the classical case the currents
form an SU(2) algebra, the time components of the currents in the quantum
mechanical case belong to the product space of two generators, the elements of
which can be decomposed into sums of tensors of rank 0, 1 and 2 as indicated
in the r.h.s. of (4.3).
The expression (4.3) implies that the fundamental representation represents
a special case, because in it the generators can be expressed as Pauli matrices,
the algebra of which is exceptionally simple, and for which
〈1
2
m|Jˆ2u|
1
2
n〉 = 0, (4.4)
so that the rank two tensors absent in this representation.
The quantal analog of the chiral transformation law (2.11) is
(R′0)
j
mn =
1
2
{q˙2, C(a)i (~q)}〈jm|Jˆa′ |jn〉D1a′a(~β)
+
i
2
fkd(~q)C
(a)
k (~q)C
(b)
d (~q)
∑
l=0,2
[
1 1 l
a b u
]
〈jm|Jˆ lu′|jn〉Dlu′u(~β), (4.5)
where ~β are the Euler angles that define the transformation matrix.
In the quantum mechanical case the Lagrangian density (2.5) (as well as the
additional terms (2.15)-(2.17)) remain invariant under chiral transformations
(2.10), (4.5). The explicit expressions will in this case depend on the tensor
fab(~q) that determines the commutation relation (4.1). The quantum mechani-
cal expression for the quadratic term which depends on time derivatives in the
Lagrangian density is
Lt2 = −
f 2π
24
j(j + 1)(2j + 1)
{
q˙a gab q˙
b
−1
4
faa
′∇a′(f bb′∇b′gab)− j(j + 1)
24(2j + 1)
fabgabf
a′b′ ga′b′
− 1
80
(2j − 1)(2j + 3)fabC(k)a C(l)b
[
1 1 2
k l k + l
]
×fa′b′C(m)a′ C(−k−l−m)b′
[
1 1 2
m −k − l −m −k − l
] }
. (4.6)
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Here we have definded the 3× 3 tensor gab as the scalar product
gab =
∑
m
(−)mC(m)a C(−m)b = −2δab − 2(δa1δb3 + δa3δb1) cos q2. (4.7)
In terms of the quantum mechanical variables {~q} the quartic term of the La-
grangian density (2.5) is
Lt4 =
1
192e2
j(j + 1)(2j + 1)
{
q˙ag˜ab q˙
b − 1
4
f bb
′∇b′(faa′∇a′ g˜ab)
−1
6
j(j + 1)
(2j + 1)
(−)k+m∂µqa′∂µqb′C(k)a C(m)b faa
′′∇a′′C(−k)a′ f bb
′′∇b′′C(−m)b′
+
(−)1+k
20
(2j − 1)(2j + 3)∂µqa′∂µqb′
×
(√
6C
(k′)
a′ f
aa′′C(k−k
′−k′′)
a C
(k′′)
a′′
[
1 1 2
k − k′ − k′′ k′′ k − k′
] [
2 1 2
k − k′ k′ k
]
−2C(k−k′)a faa
′′∇a′′C(k
′)
a′
[
1 1 2
k − k′ k′ k
])
×
(√
6C
(m′)
b′ f
bb′′C
(−k−m′−m′′)
b C
(m′′)
b′′
[
1 1 2
−k −m′ −m′′ m′′ −k −m′
]
×
[
2 1 2
k −m′ m′ −k
]
− 2C(−k−m′)b f bb
′′∇b′′C(m
′)
b′
[
1 1 2
−k −m′ m′ −k
])}
.
(4.8)
Here the tensor g˜ab has been defined as
g˜ab = (−)k∂µqa′∂µqb′(∇aC(k)a′ −∇a′C(k)a )(∇bC(−k)b′ −∇b′C(−k)b )
= (−)k∂µqa′∂µqb′C(k′)a C(k−k
′)
a′ C
(k′′)
b C
(−k−k′′)
b′
×
[
1 1 1
k′ k − k′ k
] [
1 1 1
k′′ −k − k′′ −k
]
. (4.9)
The terms without time derivatives are the same as in classical case (2.12).
In the fundamental representation (j = 1/2) the last two terms in the La-
grangian densities (4.6) and (4.8), which contain the factor (2j − 1) vanish. In
this case using the method of collective coordinates the quantized Lagrangian of
the Skyrme model reduces to the case considered in ref. [9]. It is the presence of
those terms which leads to the essential inequivalence of the quantized Skyrme
9
model Lagrangians that appear in representations of higher dimensionality and
that in the fundamental representation.
In the case of higher symmetry groups than SU(2) the Wess-Zumino action
S = i
Nc
240π2
∫
d5x ǫµναβγ Tr RµRνRαRβRγ (4.10)
(here written with the normalization appropriate for the fundamental represen-
tation [2]) also contributes to the energy. This has to be added to the Skyrme
model Lagrangian in order to break its discrete reflection symmetry, which is
not a symmetry of QCD. While the proof that it vanishes in a general repre-
sentation of SU(2) is somewhat involved it is straightforward in the case of the
fundamental representation for SU(2) because all combinations of its generators
(Pauli matrices) can be reduced to linear combinations of the three generators
and a scalar, and therefore at least two of the 5 current operators R will have
equal space-time indices, and consequently the expression (4.10) vanishes by
antisymmetry. In the quantum case one of current operators R can be chosen
in the form (4.3). Also the expression (4.10) vanishes by antisymmetry of three
Euler angles.
5. Discussion
All phenonomenological applications of the Skyrme model and its extensions
to the description of the structure of baryons and nuclei have hitherto relied
on the fundamental representation of SU(2). Above we have shown that sub-
stitution of a higher dimensional irreducible representation in place of the fun-
damental one does not change the phenomenological predictions obtained with
the classical version of the model provided the parameters of the Lagrangian
density are rescaled in an appropriate dimension dependent way.
In the quantum mechanical version of the model the representation depen-
dence cannot however be eliminated by a simple rescaling of the parameters.
The difference between the fundamental representation and those of higher di-
mension is the appearance of tensors of rank 2 in the transformation law for the
currents U∂µU †. Thus the baryon spectra that are obtained in the fundamental
representation with the collective coordinate quantization method depend in an
essential way on the exceptionally simple algebraic properties of the generators
of that representation.
We have derived explicit expressions for the Lagrangian density and the
currents of the Skyrme model for representations of arbitrary integral dimen-
sion 2j + 1. The derivation of the baryon spectra in the case of an arbitrary
10
representation in addition requires a choice of quantization method. It shall
be an interesting question to determine the particle spectra in the case of the
higher dimensional representation using the quantization method of collective
variables.
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